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Abstract. With the rapid development of network and mobile termi-
nal, online trading has become more and more widespread. However,
E-commerce transaction systems aren’t completely strong due to the
openness of network. Some points of a system is vulnerable in the real
world and thus they can be utilized by attackers and cheaters. We focus
on E-commerce transaction systems with attacks, and propose a kind
of Petri nets called VET-net (Vulnerable E-commerce Transaction nets)
to model them. A VET-net considers both normal actions belonging to
the related system and malicious actions ones such as tampering with a
data. Based on VET-net, this paper proposes the concepts of vulnerable
points and vulnerable levels in order to describe the cause and levels of
vulnerability. And then it uses the dynamic sling method to locate the
vulnerable points. A real example is used to illustrate the effectiveness
and rationality of our concepts and method.

Keywords: E-commerce transaction · Vulnerable piont · Vulnerable
level · Dynamic slicing · Petri nets · Known attack

1 Introduction

With E-commerce booming in China, online trading has become more and more
widespread. Electronic payment (e-payment) has become an important trading
activity in people’s daily life. iResearch Consulting statistics show that the size
of China’s online-shopping market amounted to 16.4 trillion Yuan in 2014, and
they have become an important force to promote the economy. The volume of
online shopping with a third-party payment platform (TPP) reached 11.8 trillion
Yuan in 2015, representing an increase of 46.9 % over 2014 [1].

However, e-payment is a new way of trade in recent years and still in a
development process. There are some cases are shown that the system is under
attack. We analyze the case and show the E-commerce system vulnerable to
combined attack. The inherent vulnerability of the system to combined attack
c© Springer International Publishing AG 2016
G. Wang et al. (Eds.): SpaCCS 2016, LNCS 10066, pp. 422–436, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-49148-6 35
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lies in the usage of the Trojan and fishing website in the pay process, which
imperil the security and dependability of E-commerce system. In a E-commerce
system, where processes are attacked, the challenge of finding vulnerabilities
becomes more complicated and more pressing at the same time. For example, a
company offering a vulnerable point to others will not only suffer locally from
an internal defect, but might face penalties arising from, e.g., attack. [2] divides
system vulnerability into two types: one is deadlock or internal defect of system
itself, another is the vulnerability due to influence of external actions such as
external attack. Vulnerability types have to be manually derived before tools
can employ the corresponding vulnerability patterns for automated analyses.

Figure 1 shows a real case occurred in Mongolia. Criminal B buys a Trojan
program through the QQ, and then obtains the buyers’ IDs and the sellers’
contact phone numbers from the TaoBao transaction records by using this Trojan
program. B calls and tells seller C that he is a friend of buyer A and helps him
to change the address. B calls to A and says that he is seller C and AliPay is
upgrading now, and thus A should pay one yuan to activate this upgrade. B
deliberately complicates activation process and then A cannot operate it. A has
to ask for B to provide a remote assistance through QQ. B implants a Trojan
program into the computer of A through QQ remote assistance. Then B steals
the money from the net card of A and transfers them to account a1 of B. B uses
this account to buy Unicode prepaid phone CARDS and builds his own online
shop on TaoBao. B asks his partner D to virtually buy card on online store, and
then B transfers money from account a1 to account a2 of AliPay of B. In fact,
Fig. 1 gives an attack process. And Fig. 3 illustrates this cheat process. In this
case, we observe that a combination of both Trojan and fishing website would
prevent the system from being vulnerable to the combined attack.

Technology today has a big impact on system, both in the manner of daily
usage in our private lives and even more when it comes to business. For the
vulnerability problem, it is different to define vulnerability and vulnerable points
due to different concern objects and application scope. Krsul [12] first defined
software vulnerabilities in his doctoral dissertation. Some weak points might
only be some component defects, but most of the vulnerability stemmed from
the operating system kernel, privilege processes, file systems, service process and
the network system components. [13] gave the definition of security vulnerability
of E-commerce: a security vulnerability is a weakness in a product that can allow
an attacker to compromise the integrity, availability, or confidentiality of that
product. However, in the real word, due to more and more attack forms such as
Trojan, Fishing site attack, only to study the system itself’ correctness or holes
of designing system already cannot satisfy the needs of reality. We think that
it is significant to consider the vulnerability under an attack. So the definition
of vulnerability is based on an attack. We think that for the real E-commerce
transaction system, the vulnerability is a weakness that induced the actions of
some attack. In fact, for a unknown attack form, there isn’t a good method to
locate the vulnerable region (the vulnerable region can be considered to be some
vulnerable points joined up to implement an attack)of system. As shown in Fig. 1,
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what we consider is the vulnerability due to external attacks. Fault/attack trees
[7–9] and Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [10,11] are two prominent
representatives of manual analysis methods. The strength of these methods is
that they leave much room for the security expert to apply subjective skills
and personal experience, enabling the discovery even of completely new types of
vulnerabilities. However, given the vulnerabilities observed in real-world systems,
the importance of searching for completely new types of vulnerabilities should
not be overestimated. And these methods require much experience and provide
little guidance during the analysis. So it has be a challenge foe us to analyze
vulnerability in the absence of experience.

For a known attack form, we may try our best to find the vulnerable region. If
we know the attack, it is more effective and credible to calculate the vulnerable
parts.

According to the condition, we know that:

(1) the vulnerability type is the second one, i.e. the vulnerability of E-commence
transaction system is caused by external attacks. At the same tine, attack
process is known. In fact, Fig. 1 describes the attack process.

(2) the E-commerce transaction system itself is not strong. The attack process
shows that for a E-commerce transaction system, attackers are likely to
attack it. It shows that there are some safety loopholes in the system. For
example, why the transaction record can be divulged. Whether the case will
not or easily occur if the system has a verification process when the user
uses activation process. Why there is no verification process when the user
transfers money to account a1.

(3) there are some vulnerable regions. From the case, there are more than one
points touched to the attacker’ ultimate goal. Attacker uses more than one
points to attack the system.

Fig. 1. A real case of E-commerce transaction system under an attack occurred in
Mongolia
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So based on the above, the questions are: how to use a formal method to
locate the vulnerable points of a system with some given attacks and how to
formally declare its vulnerable levels. This paper focuses on these questions and
obtains the following results:

(1) We start from a real case of Alipay, and define Vulnerable E-commerce Trans-
action net (VET-net). The V ET -net is a labeled Petri net which can describe
a real system considering malicious actions. The malicious actions are caused
by some attacks.

(2) We propose the concept of vulnerable points that result in unpredictable
states. And then we give three vulnerable levels to describe three different
vulnerable point sets which express different safety levels.

(3) Based on the dynamic slicing algorithm, we further present a new method
to locate the vulnerable points.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 reviews some basic knowledges.
Section 3 defines V ET -net. Section 4 defines vulnerable points and three vulner-
able levels. Section 5 proposes a method to detect the vulnerable points, and
conclusion is given in Sect. 6.

2 Background

This section recalls the basic concepts and definitions used in this paper. For
more details, one can refer to [14,18].

Computing a net slice can be seen as a graph reachability problem. Program
slicing is first defined by Weiser [17] in the context of program debugging. In
particular, Weiser uses program slicing to isolate a program that contains a bug
and thus it becomes easier for programmers to find this bug. In general, slicing
extracts these statements that can affect some point of interest as the slicing
criterion. The concepts of slicing criterion and slice can be found in [4,22,23].

Definition 1 (Slicing Criterion). Let N = (P, T, F ) be a net. A slicing cri-
terion of N is a pair 〈M0, Q〉 where M0 is an initial marking of N and Q ⊆ P
is a set of places.

Definition 2 (Slice). Let N = (P, T, F ) be a net and 〈M0, Q〉 be a slicing
criterion of N . N ′ = (P ′, T ′, F ′) is a slice of N w.r.t. 〈M0, Q〉 if the following
conditions hold:

(1) N ′ is a subnet of N ; and
(2) for each firing sequence σ = t1t2 · · · tn of (N,M0) such that M0

t1−→ M1
t2−→

· · · tn−→ Mn and Mn−1(p) < Mn(p) for some p ∈ Q, there exists a firing
sequence σ′ for (N ′,M ′

0) with M ′
0 = M0 |P ′ , such that

(i) σ′ is the projection of σ over T ′,
(ii) M ′

0
σ′
−→ M ′

m, m ≤ n, and
(iii) M ′

m covers Mn |P ′ (i.e. M ′
m ≥ Mn |P ′)

For example in [23], Fig. 2(b) shows the slice N1 considering the slicing criterion
〈M0, {p5, p7, p8}〉.
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Fig. 2. An example introducing the slice: (a) an example from [23], (b) its slice.

3 Vulnerable E-commerce Transaction Net Under
Attacks

In this section, we define Vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net (V ET -net).
We first recall Attack.

Definition 3 (Attack [20]). An attack is a sequence of actions a1.a2 · · · an ∈ T
such that there exists an elementary path from some initial state induced by
a1 · · · an and which reaches the set G. Let Attack(T) be the set of attacks in T ;
it is finite. G- the final states are the states where attackers hope to achieve.

In our case of Fig. 3, the set G consists of state pb20 and pb23.

Definition 4 (LPN [19]). An LPN is a 6-tuple Σ = (P, T, F,M0, E, λ), where

(1) (P, T, F,M0) is a Petri net;
(2) E is a set of actions including unobservable action ε; and
(3) λ : T → E is a label function.

In order to describe and understand V ET -net better, we first give the fol-
lowing two concepts.

Definition 5 (Malicious transition). Given a net N = (P, T, F ), a malicious
transition tY ∈ T is a transition that is not a normal action of a transaction
system (such as replaced or tampering with data).

Definition 6 (Malicious place). Given a net N = (P, T, F ), a maliciousplace
pY ∈ P is a place if it is associated with tY .

In Fig. 3, the place pb20 and pb23 are two malicious ones since transition b19 is
malicious. Our idea is to look for those source points leading to these malicious
states.

Definition 7 (VET-net). An VET-net is an 11-tuple (P, T, F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,
O, λ), where:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/278745502_Towards_Synthesis_of_Attack_Trees_for_Supporting_Computer-Aided_Risk_Analysis?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-87f82c19169fadbd56b14a800a426754-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTgxNzUwNztBUzo0NDcwNDE1NTA3MjEwMjRAMTQ4MzU5NDQxOTQ3Mg==
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(1) (P, T, F,M0) is a Petri net;P is a finite set of places, pI ∈ P is the source
place satisfying •pI = ∅ and pF ∈ P is the sink place satisfying •pF = ∅;

(2) A is a finite set of action;
(3) I = {yo, no, ε} is the set of input symbols;
(4) O = {yf, nf, ε} is the set of output symbols;
(5) λ : T → (A × I × O) is the label function.

We know that P = PY

⋃
PN and T = TY

⋃
TN , which PY is the malicious

place set and TY is the malicious transition set.
We characterize the real case using V ET -net such as Fig. 3, obtaining an

initial and fuzzy model. Table 1 introduces the minings of transitions in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the transitions labeled by yo, yf mean that the actions aren’t them-
selves’ or tampered, the transitions labeled by no, yf mean that the actions
aren’t themselves’ or tampered. In order to better describe the abnormal trad-
ing with tampered or replace behaviors in the electronic transaction process, we
put forward a vulnerable points based on V ET -net.

In real trading process, there may be some unmoral trading state, such as
amount stolen, illegal trade. There are many reasons caused by malicious state,
such as unsubstantial safety awareness of user itself, malicious attacks from the
outside, the design problem of the system itself. We in addition to call for the
user cautious in online transactions, mainly to find the system itself’ vulnerable
points. According to the real case in this section, we want to find the points
which are not strong of system, in order to ensure that the similar situations
don’t occur.

4 Vulnerable Points and Vulnerable Levels

The Vulnerable points we considered are under attack. Firstly in this section,
we recall the concept of attack. For more details one can refer to [20,21]

Definition 8 (Vulnerable Point). An vulnerable point is a place that induced
the actions of some attack.

(Malicious state in Fig. 3 is the state pb20 that isn’t the desired state of normal
trading process).

For a reachability graph, maybe not only one path to the malicious state, and
the same points that are in different path may not have the same vulnerability.

Flowing, from a computation view, we give some related concepts.
For the actual application needs, we give following three kinds of vulnerable

points set.

Definition 9 (First-level Vulnerable Points Set (FV P )). Let VET-net=
(P, T, F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net and
with ii = ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the first-level vulnerable points set
FV P satisfy the following conditions:

(1) FV P ⊆ P ;

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/225151465_Foundations_of_Attack_Trees?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-87f82c19169fadbd56b14a800a426754-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTgxNzUwNztBUzo0NDcwNDE1NTA3MjEwMjRAMTQ4MzU5NDQxOTQ3Mg==
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Fig. 3. V ET -net model of Fig. 1

(2) σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ ∩σn �= ∅;
(3) FV P = {pi ∈• ti | ti ∈ (σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ · · · σn)}.

The path which leads to the first-level vulnerable points set is the public
path. And these points in FV P\{M0} is considered to be Minimal Vulnerable
Region.

Definition 10 (Minimal Vulnerable Region(MiV R)). Let VET-net=(P, T,
F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net and with σi =
ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the minimal vulnerable region MiV P satisfy the
following conditions:
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Table 1. Meaning of transitions in Fig. 3

Transitions in Fig. 3 Meaning

b11 Query TaoBao transaction records, and get A1’ and
C’ information

b12 Falsely claimed to be A1’ friend, contact with C

b13 Contact with A1 and need A1 fee one yuan

b14 Deliberately complicate activation process

b15 Apply for A1 for QQ friends

b16 Remote assistance through QQ

b17 Put Trojan into A1’ computer through QQ

b18 Theft net card of A1 to account a1 of AliPay of B

b19 Set up TaoBao shop to sell phone cards

b20 Extract money of account a2 of AliPay

a11 Receive B’ call

a12 Log on TaoBao

a13 Fee the activation

a14 Pay for failure

a15 Agree with B to add as a QQ friend

a16 Agree with B to remote assistance

a17 Agree to pay 1 yuan for activation fee

a18 Agree to transfer net silver to account a1 of AliPay

a21 Auction B’ virtual goods

a22 Transfer accounts to account a2 of AliPay of B

c11 Receive B’ call

c12 Send contact way and address of A1 to B

(1) MiV P ⊆ FV P ;
(2) M0 /∈ MiV P .

Property 1. For a V ET -net, if it exits a MiLR, then the MiLR must be only
one.

Definition 11 (Second-level Vulnerable Points Set(SV P )). Let VET-
net=(P, T, F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net,
with σi = ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the second-level vulnerable points set
SV P satisfy the following conditions:

(1) SV P ⊆ P ;
(2) σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ · · · σn �= ∅;
(3) SV P = {pi ∈• ti | ti ∈ (σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ · · · σn)}.
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The path which leads to the second-level vulnerable points set is the path only
leading to malicious state. And these points in SV P \ {M0} is considered to be
Dimity Vulnerable Region.

Definition 12 (Dimity Vulnerable Region (DV R)). Let VET-net=(P, T,
F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net and with σi =
ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the dimity vulnerable region DV R satisfies the
following conditions:

(1) MiV P ⊆ SV P ;
(2) M0 /∈ MiV P .

We can see that for a V ET -net, if it exits a MiLR, then the MiLR may be more
than one.

Definition 13 (Third-level Vulnerable Points Set (TV P )). Let VET-net=
(P, T, F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net, with
σi = ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the third-level vulnerable points set TV P
satisfy the following conditions:

(1) TV P ⊆ P ;
(2) there isn’t any state reached by firing sequence σ expect for state pq;
(3) TV P = {pi ∈• ti | ti ∈ σ}.
The path which leads to the third-level vulnerable points set is all paths leading
to malicious state. And these points in TV P \{M0} is considered to be Maximal
Vulnerable Region.

Definition 14 (Maximal Vulnerable Region (MaV R)). Let VET-
net=(P, T, F,M0, pI , pF , A, I,O, λ) a vulnerable E-commerce Transaction net
and with σi = ti1ti2 · · · tim. And for a state pq, the maximal vulnerable region
(MaV P ) satisfies the following conditions:

(1) MaV R ⊆ TV P ;
(2) M0 /∈ MaV R.

According to three vulnerable points set, we can see that the vulnerable
levels are similar to the dynamic slicing. So we can learn from the dynamic
slicing computation.

The minimal vulnerable region, dimity vulnerable region, maximal vulnerable
region are collectively called Vulnerable Region.

Property 2. For a VET-net, it must exit one and only one MaLR.

Property 3. For a VET-net, if it exits MiLR and DV R, then it must hold that
MiLR ⊆ DV R ⊆ MaLR.

In this section, we firstly give a brief introduction of Llorens’s dynamic slicing
algorithm. And then we give our improved algorithm based on Llorens’.

In a seminal paper [23], Llorens has proposed a new algorithm to obtain
dynamic slicing. The algorithm is based on the traces, generally produces smaller
slices by considering a particular firing sequence.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222682980_Dynamic_Slicing_Techniques_for_Petri_Nets?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-87f82c19169fadbd56b14a800a426754-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTgxNzUwNztBUzo0NDcwNDE1NTA3MjEwMjRAMTQ4MzU5NDQxOTQ3Mg==
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Definition 15 (Dynamic Slice [23]). Let N = (P, T, F ) be a Petri net and
let 〈M0, Q〉 be a slicing criterion for N , with σ = t1t2 · · · tn. Then, we compute
a dynamic slice N ′ of N w.r.t. 〈M0, σ,Q〉 as follows:

(1) We have N ′ = (P ′, T ′, F ′), where M0
t1−→ M1

t2−→ · · · tn−→ Mn, P ′ ⋃ T ′ =
slice(Mn, σ,Q), P ′ ⊆ P , T ′ ⊆ T , and F ′ = F |(P ′,T ′). Auxiliary function
slice is defined as follows:

(2) The initial marking M ′
0 is the restriction of M0 over P ′, i.e. M ′

0 = M0 |P ′ .

Trivially, given a marked Petri net (N,M0), the complete net N is always a
correct slice w.r.t. any slicing criterion. The challenge then is to produce a slice
as small as possible.

Algorithm 1. Improved slice algorithm

Input: A PN , its reachability graph RG, a goal state set pq.

Output: Slice SW .

for all firing sequences σ1, σ2, · · · , σn from M0 to Pq do
SW = ∅;
if σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ · · · σn = C �= ∅ then

SW =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Pq, if i = 0

slice(Mi−1, C, Pq), if∀p ∈ Pq.Mi−1(p) ≥ Mi(p)

{ti} ∪ slice(Mi−1, C, Pq ∪• ti), otherwise

end
if σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ · · · σn = ∅ and there is a path σi such that there is not any other
state expect for Pq from σi then

SW =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Pq, if i = 0

slice(Mi−1, σi, Pq), if∀p ∈ Pq.Mi−1(p) ≥ Mi(p)

{ti} ∪ slice(Mi−1, σi, Pq ∪• ti), otherwise

else

SW =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

W, if i = 0

slice(Mi−1,
n⋃

i=1

σi, W ), if∀p ∈ W.Mi−1(p) ≥ Mi(p)

{ti} ∪ slice(Mi−1,
n⋃

i=1

σi, W ∪• ti), otherwise

end

end

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222682980_Dynamic_Slicing_Techniques_for_Petri_Nets?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-87f82c19169fadbd56b14a800a426754-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTgxNzUwNztBUzo0NDcwNDE1NTA3MjEwMjRAMTQ4MzU5NDQxOTQ3Mg==
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Fig. 4. The algorithm result for the example form [23]: (a) the results of Algorithm 1
in [23], (b) the results of Algorithm 2 in [22], (c) the results of our Algorithm.

Table 2. Algorithm comparison based on example in [23]

Algorithm Required number of
places

Required number of transitions

Algorithm from [22] 10 7

Algorithm 1 from [23] 9 6

Algorithm 2 from [23] 8 4

Our algorithm 8 2

We improve dynamic slicing method as shown in Algorithm1.
For the example of Fig. 2(a) in [23]. It can get Fig. 4(a) by using the Llorens’s

algorithm 1, and Fig. 4(b) by using the Llorens’s algorithm 2. Using our algo-
rithm, it can get Fig. 4(c). We use the slice algorithm to get the vulnerable
points, whose challenge is to produce a slice as small as possible. In fact, accord-
ing to Table 2, we can see that our algorithm only uses the less points to reach
the same state, which explains that our algorithm is better.

5 Vulnerability Analysis Method Based on Dynamic
Slicing

To accurately find the vulnerable points of electronic trading system, we need
to narrow vulnerable points down when ensuring that the system may result in
malicious effect with less points, which need to study the following two questions:
(1) in case of uncertain vulnerable points, how to find these vulnerable points;
(2) when determining vulnerabilities, how to find lessees points to achieve the
malicious state. So we rely on the Llorens’s algorithm to lock preliminary points,
and then use the improved algorithm to lock the less points.

In Sect. 4, we have introduced our computing method for dynamic slicing
is more optimal than [22,23]. Then in this section, we firstly use the improved

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221512479_Slicing_Petri_Nets_with_an_Application_to_Workflow_Verification?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-87f82c19169fadbd56b14a800a426754-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTgxNzUwNztBUzo0NDcwNDE1NTA3MjEwMjRAMTQ4MzU5NDQxOTQ3Mg==
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dynamic slicing to lock vulnerable regions, and secondly we solve the problem
proposed in Sect. 1.

According to Algorithm1, we can obtain the SW , then for all transitions of
SW , we can get at least one firing sequence to the goal state Pq which may be
one or more than one states. Then there are three conditions as follows:

(1) for all firing sequences σ1, σ2, · · · σn, σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ · · · ∩ σn �= ∅;
(2) for all firing sequences σ1, σ2, · · · σn, and exit a firing sequences such that

there is not any other state expect for Pq;
(3) for all firing sequences σ1, σ2, · · · σn, and don’t exit any firing sequences such

that there is not any other state expect for Pq;

So based on the improved dynamic slicing method, we can get the vulnerable
regions as shown in Algorithm 2. We can get the reachability graph as shown in
Fig. 5 of Fig. 3 using the tool PIPE. For the known malicious state S20, we can
get the firing sequence which can reach the S20.

Algorithm 2. Locking vulnerable regions algorithm

Input: A V ET -net, its reachability graph RG, a slice SW derived from
Algorithm 1.

Output: Minimum vulnerable region MiV R, dimity vulnerable region DV R ,
and maximum vulnerable region MaV R.

for all transitions of SW , find a firing sequence σi of RG do
MiV R = ∅;
DV R = ∅;
MaV R = ∅;
if σi covers all transitions of SW then

Computer the triggered transitions ti of σi;
Computer the correspondence points •ti of PN , written as Pmi;
MiV R = Pmi;

end
if find anther a firing sequence σj, and σ = σi ∪ σj then

Computer the triggered transitions tj of σj ;
Computer the correspondence points •tj of PN , written as Pmj ;
DV R = Pmj ;

else
find until the last firing sequence σn such that σ = σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ · · · ∪ σn;
Computer the triggered transitions tm of σ;
Computer the correspondence points •tm of PN , written as Pmt;
MaV R = Pmt;

end

end

According to Fig. 5, there are six firing sequences to reach the state S20 as
follows:
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Fig. 5. PIPE implementation result of Reachability graph of Fig. 3: (a) Input Fig. 3,
(b) output reachability graph of Fig. 3

(1) σ1 = b11b12c11c12b13b14a11a12a13a14b15a15b16a16b17a17b18;
(2) σ2 = b11b12c11c12b13a11a12b14a13a14b15a15b16a16b17a17b18;
(3) σ3 = b11b12c11c12b13a11b14a12a13a14b15a15b16a16b17a17b18;
(4) σ4 = b11b12c11c12b13b14a11a12a13a14b15b16a15a16b17a17b18;
(5) σ5 = b11b12c11c12b13a11a12b14a13a14b15b16a15a16b17a17b18;
(6) σ6 = b11b12c11c12b13a11b14a12a13a14b15b16a15a16b17a17b18.

Because σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ · · · σ6 �= ∅, according to Algorithm 2, it holds that Pmi =
{pb1j , pa1k, ps}(j = 1, 2, · · · , 18; k = 1, · · · , 18; s = 1, 2, · · · , 11), then MiV P =
Pmi = {pb1j , pa1k, ps}(j = 1, 2, · · · , 18; k = 1, · · · , 18; s = 1, 2, · · · , 11). If any
one of those points in MiV P don’t happen, the real case will not happen. Back to
real Electronic trading system, we need to avoid those vulnerable points happen.
In fact, we should consider the real system without attack in real case. These
points not from attacker such as those interactive points pi are vulnerable. In
fact, in real E-commerce tradition system also exits those points. In the future,
we will protective these points.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, on the basis of previous study, we define VET-net for vulnerable E-
commerce transaction system, and propose vulnerable points based on Petri net,
and propose a method to lock vulnerable regions and so as to locate vulnerable
points of E-commerce tradition system, last give the analysis for actual case of
AliPay.

In future work, there are a lot of problems need to study. Such as preventing
being attacked, and dealing with fault, adding the data flow information to lock
the vulnerable points, and so on, are to be considered in future research.
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